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./ Candidates are required to give their answers intheir own words as far as practicable.
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1. a) What are the goals of Nepal Hydropower Development Policy, 200I? Mention how
this policy has encouraged private/public investment in power section. t5]

b) What do you mean by power system restructuring? State the various models of
restructuring with neat diagram.

Write a short note on'Foreign investor owned Utility Nepal'.

Differentiate between cash basis and accrual basis of accounting principles.

Shikhar Hydropower Company brought a turbine for NRs. 10,00,000. It is expected
that turbine should have a residual value of NRs. 120 thousand. Entity uses declining
balance method of depreciation and depreciates at 20Yo every year. Give a schedule

c)

2- a)

b)

t6l

l5l

tsl

showing depreciation of assets for 5 years.

c) Write about the public finance as a source of project

3. a) Write briefly about the long range, medium rang€
their characteristics, applications and methods.

t6l
tunding. i5l
and short rang€ forecasting with

t4l
b) The annual maximum demands for a power company for the last five years are given

below. Find out the best fiuing model out of exponential and parabolic mathematical
models based on MAPE. Using the best fitting model, forecast the annual energy
demand for the next three years. Assuming the constant load factor of 0.7 for all, take
first 3 data as the initialization set.

Year 2072 2013 20r4 20r5 2016
Max.Demand, MW 200 230 250 290 300

c) Write the circumstances of uncertainties in load forecasting.

4. a) What are the constraints to system security? Explain briefly.

b) Write a short note on'Bath tub curve in context of reliability'.

c) Considering a system consisting of three generating units having
450MW, 500MW and 750MW with corresponding forced outage rates
and 0.04, find the loss of load probability (LOLP) of yearly trianguiar
curue which has a peak load of 1200MW and base load of 200MW.

t8l

t4l
t4l
141

capacities of
of 0.01, 0.03
load duration

t8l

t6l

t6l

5. a) Write briefly about the priority list, unit commitment scheme and unit commitment
schedule for the economic load dispatch.

b) The fuel input per hour of plants I and2 are given below:

F, : 0 -ZPr' + 40P, + 120Rs /hr

Fz : 0.3P z' + 30P, + 200Rs /hr

c) Determine the optimum operating schedule and the corresponding cost of generation
to meet a demand of 180MW, if the maximum and the minimum loading of each unit
are 100MW and 25MW respectively. Neglect the transmission losses. [10]
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'/ candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.,/ Attempt AII questions.

y' Assume suitable data if necessary.

I' a) Highlight the roles of different govemment institutions involved in the power sectordevelopment. lvtive.r r'r 
tl0lb) How do you evaluate the 9th periodic plan in terms of power generation in thecountry? - r 
t6l2' a) Differentiate between accrual basis of accounting and cash basis of accounting.Explain the realization concept and matching conc"pt of accrual based accountingwithexample. 

--r- -- wvvrssr varr 

tg]b) A 6'6 /33 KV, 10 MVA transformer was purchased before 9 years at a cost of NRs.lcrore' The useful life of the transformer is assumed to be 30 years. Salvage value ofthe transformer at the end of its useful life is NRs.2 lakh. calculate the depreciatedvalue at present using

(i) Straight line method
(ii) Fixed percentage on a declining balance method if fixed percentage charge on thebook value is 7yo
(iii)Sum of the years digit method.

3. a) Explain why and how the method of load survey is used
forecasting

Su

t8l
for electrical load

t6lb) Give reason why the system is treated as a black box in time series approach of loadforecasting' The past load data of an electric utility for the past eight years are givenbelow' Find out tfe.besl fitting model out of "t;;";d and parabolic mathematicalmodels based on their Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) and forecast the peakloads for another eight years using the best itting model. Take first 5 dataas theinitialization set.
t10l

Peak load. MW



4. a) Discuss the security constraint in

b) A utility has following data on
repairable.

Nos. Installed Installed yr. Nos. failed Failure yr
t6 1990 I 1999

2 2005
3 2007
I 2008
3 2009
2 2011

T2 1995 I 2006
1 2008
2 2009

2010
az 2011

Calculate MTTF and constant hazafi, rate. Also obtain the Reliability function,
unreliability function and unreliability density function. tsl-5' a) Discuss the penalty factor while carrying out power transactions between the different
utilities. Mention the operational problems in iconomic load dispatch. tSl

b) Prepare the priority list and unit commitment scheme and prepare the commitment
schedule for the following four thermal units to meet the loads-as per the given load
curve. Take spinning reserve equal to l|%oofthe load being served. tsl

Unit Fuel cost (TRs/Btu) Output power(MW) VO characteristics
( H in MBtu/hr)

Min. Max.
I 1.3 150 600 Hl =5 1 0+7.2P1 +0.00 1 42P 12

z 1.0 100 400 Il2=3 I A +7 . 8 5P 2+{ .A 0 g 4p 22

3 1.4 50 200 Tl3=7 8+7 .97P3+0. 0048p3 2

4 t
.t 75 500 H4=25 0+7. 5 P4+0.00 Z6p 42

the power system.

33 KV oil filled CT. Assume the CT to be non

i8l

Load curve data: 0-5 hrs:
1l-13:950 MW, 13-17

80 MW,5-7 hrs: 150
hrs: 1 100 WW,17-22

MW, 7-10 hrs: 370 MW,
hrs: 350 MW,22-24hrs:

i0-11 hrs: 600 MW,
50 MW

+**
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b)

2. a)

b)

1. a) Give reason for the growth of independent power producers after restoration of
democracy in 1990. t6l
What is power sector restructuring? What are the major models of restructuring?
Considering current scenario suggest appropriate model for Nepal. [3+3+4]
Classify the accounts on the basis of accounting equation? Differentiate between cash
basis and accrual basis of accounting with appropriate examples. tS]

A utility company wants to buy a 3 phase 500 KVA, 33lll KV transformer for its
substation which will come in operation at the end of this year. One company asks
$10,000 in cash one year from now to deliver the transformer at the end of this year.
Another company offers the transformer of the same size today (now) at the price of
$9500. Which offer should be accepted? Interest rate is l0%. t8l

3. a) Stating the necessary assumptions, discuss the extrapolation method of load
forecasting? t6l

b) Following is the annual peak demand data for a utility for the last 14 years. Using the
best fitting model, forecast the annual peak demand for next 20 years for utility based
on MAPE. Take first 9 dataas the initialization set. t10l

Year r999 2000 0l 02 03 04 05 06 0'7 08 09 t0 lt t2

Max. Demand
MW

252 256 267 281 278 279 282 286 289 293 317 327 335 340

a) Explain how diflerent kinds of reserves are managed to maintain system security.

b) Find the loss of load probability (LOLP) index for one-month duration if the load
during the first, second, third and fonh weeks is 400 Mw, 650 Mw, 150 MW and 300
MW respectively. The capacity and outage rate are given in table below.

Unit Capacity Mw FOR
1 250 0.015
2 325 0.025
a
J 450 0.02

5. a) Two gendrating units of a power system are having for the following cost curves: [8]
Fl= 0.05Pr2 +22Pr+120 thousand Rs4u

F2 = 0.06P22 +l6Pr+ 120 thousand Rs/hr
Pl,P2 are in MW. Maximum and minimum generation of each unit are 100 MW and
20 M and 90 and 30 MW respectively. Determine the optimum operating and the
corresponding cost of generation. to meet a demand of 80MW, neglecting the
transmission lines losses.

What is coordination equation? Explain with derivation. What is the use of penalty
factor when considering power transaction between two different electric utilities [4+4]

{< **

t6l4.

[10]

b)
























